
 
 

 

                  Please Reply to:- 
                  Mr M. Copper, 
                  11 Holmfield Drive, 
                  Raunds, 
                  Northants. NN9 6PB 
                  T  01933 622639 

24th February 2021                 E  mick.copper@tiscali.co.uk 
 

Dear All, 
Following the latest advice issued by the Government on Monday 22nd February organised Sports can restart on  
Monday 29th March. 
Therefore, Tug of War Team training can restart on Monday 29th March, providing Teams follow the Training  
procedure previously circulated by the TOWA General Committee, (see attached copy). 
 

The Executive Group have received some feedback from Areas regarding the suggested way to start the 2021 
Outdoor Season and the comments were quite varied. Following a conference call held on Tuesday 23rd February 
by the TOWA Executive Group, it was considered  that Teams would want some weeks to gain a reasonable level of  
fitness prior to commencing Competitions.  
Therefore, the suggested way to start the 2021 Outdoor Season Competitions is to stay with the proposed normal 
Competitions but starting with the Midland Open Championships on Sunday May 9th (Venue to be confirmed). 
 

Because of the current restrictions it will take longer to run Competitions and Organisers will need to review the  
Weights that can be held at a Competition. The suggestion is 3 Men’s weights and 2 Ladies/Junior weights for 
Competitions to start with. As the Government approved Competition Procedure states Teams cannot borrow from  
other Teams it means 4x4 weights will not be possible to start with unless they are from a single club. Weights will need 
to be agreed, but the suggestion to start with is Men’s 620, 660 kilos & Catchweight and Ladies/Junior 540 & 580 Kilos. 
 

Competition Venues must be prepared to follow the Government approved Competition Procedure and should 
provide Sanitizer for cleaning down Team Weigh-In Equipment and Toilet facilities. It is expected that Teams will also 
need to provide their own Sanitizer for additional cleaning requirements, particularly between matches. 
Weigh-in would be better if it could be held outside, (possibly in open sided tents). 
Competition draws would be made by the Competition Officials and announced to Teams. 
Trophies for individuals could be optional to reduce Competition costs, maybe just a Team Trophy.  
 

Refreshments at Venues will need to be discussed but it is possible that Teams may need to bring their own food &  
drink to prevent additional chances of transfer of Covid-19, we will provide further guidance on this in due course.  
 

The Government has stated there will be 5 week intervals between the various stages of lifting restrictions and as  
such it is possible that things may change. Therefore, it is difficult to confirm everything right now and the General 
Committee will review how the Season is progressing before making firm decisions. It maybe that some of the TOW 
Championships will need to be delayed, which will be considered in consultation with the Teams. 
  
Michael Copper 
Hon. Gen. Secretary TOWA. 


